How a Boutique Hotel
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Introduction

The East Hotel, Hangzhou provides guests with a
distinctive experience, inspired by the
combination of cultures – western
modernization and eastern tradition. In this case
study, we examine how this boutique hotel in
China increased occupancy and ADR by
achieving a remarkable level of customer
satisfaction and leveraging a very positive online
reputation.

Lu Feng
General Manager
The East Hotel, Hangzhou
Zhejiang, China
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About The East Hotel, Hangzhou
A guest’s stay at The East Hotel
Hangzhou starts with a warm soothing
cup of Longjin tea made with the
famous Hupao spring water, as soon as
they step inside.
Since opening in 2013, this luxurious
boutique hotel has become renowned in
the region for delivering outstanding
service and exceeding guest
expectations.
What is striking is that while national and
provincial RevPAR and occupancy rates
decreased in 2014, the figures for The
East Hotel, Hangzhou increased. The
hotel also won the TripAdvisor
Traveller’s Choice Award for 2015.

“

The East Hotel aims to create a luxurious and
elegant experience for its guests in accordance
with its traditional Eastern service concept. We
pay attention to every guest’s security and
privacy.
Lu Feng – General Manager
The East Hotel, Hangzhou
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The East Hotel Performance Statistics 2014
Zhejiang Province
(5 Star Hotels)

China
Data

The East Hotel
Hangzhou

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

Average
Occupancy
(%)

57.87

56.42

57.64

56.41

68.1

80.3

Average
Rate (CNY)

456

445

619

554

626

753

RevPAR
(CNY)

223

221

363

318

445

583

This table shows that the performance statistics (Average Occupancy %, Average Rate and
RevPAR) decreased on average from 2013 to 2014 for hotels in China as well as for 5-star
hotels in the Zhejiang Province. A stark contrast can be seen looking at the performance of
The East Hotel, Hangzhou which achieved significant improvements across all figures over the
same period.
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Behind the Success
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1. Meeting Market Demand
The East Hotel, Hangzhou understands the
importance of creating hotel products that meet
market demand. The hotel guarantees it will
provide everything a customer wishes for when
coming to Hangzhou, making “meeting market
demand” a highly important principle.
When a guest searches online for “West Lake
Hangzhou”, the first hotel listed in the results is

Keywords on Search Engines

The East Hotel. The hotel attributes it’s success
to its prime location near the West Lake in
Hangzhou as well as keyword and SEO
optimization that means that the hotel’s name
comes up every time a traveler searches for The
West Lake, Hangzhou.
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2. Eﬀective Sales & Marketing Policy
Another factor The East Hotel attributes to its success is its Sales
& Marketing policy. Often diﬃcult and complex to achieve, the
key to success is getting the right balance when working with
OTAs.

“

OTAs do more good than harm for
individual hotels. The reservation
data from OTAs provide hotels with
an analysis of its guest market. In
addition, OTA promotion is not
strong enough to aﬀect the hotel’s
pricing system.

The East Hotel have managed to find this balance and in addition
to winning TripAdvisor’s Traveler’s Choice Award for 2015, it also
won Hotel.com’s Outstanding Performance Award as well as

Lu Feng – General Manager
The East Hotel, Hangzhou

several other awards in China.
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3. Ensuring Service Quality
Like all good luxury hotels, The East Hotel pays
particular attention to the quality of its service.
Remarkable service plays a key role in the hotel
being able to provide guests with a sanctuary away
from the hustle bustle of the city of Hangzhou,
where they can enjoy the traditional ways of the
province.

“

The East Hotel aims to create a luxurious
and elegant experience for its guests in
accordance with its traditional Eastern
service concept. We pay attention to every
guest’s security and privacy.
Lu Feng – General Manager
The East Hotel, Hangzhou

The hotel’s management feels that exceptional service quality can not be
ensured if staﬀ are not well-trained. The hotel clearly values staﬀ training and
carries out high level programs on a regular basis to ensure all of its staﬀ are
properly trained to be able to handle every kind of situation.
Hotel staﬃng is managed to be present 24/7, providing each guest with special,
personalized service around the clock. This also includes proving advice about
tourist spots, making reservations in the city and last-minute laundry.
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4. The East Plus Membership Club
The East hotel believes not only in attracting new guests, but also
making sure they become loyal customers and whenever possible,
brand advocates. To reward its loyal customers, The East Hotel has
designed and implemented an eﬀective membership club – The East
Plus.
The hotel’s loyalty strategy can be summarised as follows:

Internet

+

Quality
Service

=

Customer
Loyalty
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5. Driving Direct Sales
Every hotelier today knows the importance of
direct sales for profitability. As part of an
eﬀective direct selling strategy, The East Hotel
invests in a high performing website. To
encourage conversions, visitors can book
directly online and the website is regularly updated with the latest oﬀers and promotions.
The website is clear, visually appealing and
provides a full overview of the services oﬀered
to guests.
There are two diﬀerent versions of the website
to cater for diﬀerent customer requirements –
one for guests accessing it from within the
country and one for those guests visiting the
website from abroad. The website version for
those accessing it from abroad is available in
two languages: English and Chinese.
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6. Leveraging Online Reputation
The East Hotel has seen the positive impact
of having an eﬀective strategy for managing
The East Hotel ranked
3rd out of 1967 hotels
on TripAdvisor.

its online reputation. Guest feedback and
online reviews are taken extremely seriously
and there is a clear process in place to
ensure that the hotel continues to excel in
this area.
To be able to benchmark and manage their
online reputation as well as improve the
hotel’s ranking on review sites and OTAs,
The East Hotel chose ReviewPro’s Online
Reputation Management tool, which
aggregates review data from 161 OTAs,
review sites and social media platforms in
+45 languages.

The East Hotel ranked 3rd out
of 2371 hotels on “Dao
Dao” (Chinese TripAdvisor).
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Leveraging Online Reputation

TripAdvisor 2015 Traveler’s Choice Winner

TripAdvisor for Hotels:
How to Drive More
Reviews, Referrals &
Revenue
TripAdvisor has never been
more integral to the success of
hotels. In this webinar our
panelists, including Brian Payea
from TripAdvisor, bring you the
latest industry news, research
and tips from TripAdvisor and
show you how to boost your
hotel’s ranking while driving
revenue.

Watch Webinar
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Leveraging Online Reputation

Reputation = Revenue
A key influence on The East Hotel’s decision to make online reputation management a priority were the findings of a
recent study carried out by Cornell University using ReivewPro’s Global Review IndexTM (GRI) data. The study shows that
a 1-point increase in a hotel’s GRITM equals up to a 0.89% increase in ADR, 0.54% increase in Occupancy and 1.42%
increase in RevPAR.

What is the GRITM?
ReviewPro’s industry-standard Global Review IndexTM (GRI) is an online reputation score, which is used by thousands
of hotels worldwide as a benchmark for reputation management eﬀorts. Based on review data collected from 161 OTAs
and review sites, the GRITM is used to benchmark an individual hotel or group of hotels, compare results between
properties or against competitors and track the evolution of a hotel’s performance over time. Clients also use it to set
quality objectives as well as optimize online pricing and distribution strategies.

A 1 point increase in a hotel’s Global Review Index™ equals up to:

+0.89%
in ADR

+0.54%

in Occupancy

+1.42%

in RevPAR
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Leveraging Online Reputation

Using Review Analytics
As part of its online reputation strategy, The East Hotel is using ReviewPro’s data and insights to prioritize operational and
service improvements. Here are some examples of the areas they analyze:
Online Reputation Score

Competitive Intelligence

• A snapshot of the overall competitive market in
terms of online reputation during a certain time
frame. Trends up and down are highlighted.

• The evolution of the hotel’s online reputation score
overtime and in comparison to the competition. Results
are benchmarked by GRITM, department, review source,
language/country and sentiment analysis.
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Leveraging Online Reputation

Using Review Analytics
Review Sources

Department Indexes

• An overview of the channels generating reviews and
their reputation score. Any changes are highlighted as
well as percentages of positive and negative reviews,
enabling the hotel to take timely actions and adjust
marketing strategy accordingly.

• Detailed data for each department of the hotel, which
alerts the hotel to the shortcomings in each area, allowing
the hotel to take immediate corrective action.
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Leveraging Online Reputation

Turning Insight into Action
Having access to review data and insights is only the first step. The East Hotel achieved such a positive online reputation
because they not only analyzed the feedback they received, but acted on it. They successfully created a guest-centric
culture, putting guest satisfaction at the heart of everything they do, and followed these steps to achieve measurable results:

1

Actionable insight for operational/
service improvements.

2

Process changes.

3
4

Involving key stakeholders.

5

Measuring performance & reporting.

Setting goals.

Increased Guest
Satisfaction

Growth in
Review Volume

Improved Online
Rankings

Higher ADR
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About Us
ReviewPro is the leading provider of Guest Intelligence
solutions to independent hotel brands worldwide. The

Visit our Resource Hub

company’s comprehensive suite of cloud-based solutions
includes Online Reputation Management (ORM) and the
Guest Survey Solution (GSS), which enable hoteliers to

The Leading Source of Guest Intelligence best
practices and content for the Hospitality Industry

obtain deeper insight into operational and service strengths
and weaknesses, increasing guest satisfaction, ranking on
review sites and OTAs, and driving revenue.
The company oﬀers the industry-standard
Global Review IndexTM (GRI), an online reputation score
(available exclusively to ReviewPro clients), which is used by
thousands of hotels worldwide as a benchmark for
reputation management eﬀorts, based on review data
collected from 161 online travel agencies (OTAs) and review
sites in more than 45 languages. More than 19,000 hotel

Learn More

brands worldwide are currently using ReviewPro’s solutions.

Request a Free
ReviewPro Demo now
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www.reviewpro.com
info@reviewpro.com
@reviewpro
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